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1. New Features and Enhancements


PostgreSQL database support added. This functionality significantly decreases the Ultra software
installation time. Now Ultra with the PostgreSQL database manager can be installed in 6-10
minutes (depends on the target computer configuration)



Aimetis CCTV integration has been added. With this integration, an operator can assign CCTV
cameras to Ultra alarms/events. The operator can also review any recorded video from the
Alarm/Event monitor or Historical Log page. The live camera view is also available.



Scheduled reports functionality has been added to Ultra. An operator is now able to create a
schedule for a report and receive updated information every hour/day/week/month via email
or, an open report from the scheduled reports folder on the Ultra server



Integration with Allegion AD400 and AD300 wireless locks has been added. Lockdown and
Conditional Lockdown functionality implementation is now possible with these locks to replicate
the same function found in Millennium DCDs.



Grouped Hot commands can now be created. This allows an operator to send multiple
commands to different tenants via a single click on the custom command.



Added the possibility to disable fields in the Cardholder pages. An operator can now uncheck
the “Visibility” checkbox found in the “Operator-Defined fields” page and the field will become
disabled.



Automated cardholders import/export functionality has been added. The Ultra software can
now automatically update add/delete/update cardholder’s information, utilizing a third-party
application’s cardholder/user changes via a text file format
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Additional Muster Track reports added to Ultra. This functionality allows operators calculate
current time for users presence in the building/room



Added the possibility to update the Ultra server software from a client application / workstation
(Windows client only) without the necessity of direct access to the Ultra server

2. Software Bugs Addressed




Operator Levels page, minor bug fixed
Fixed cards downloaded # being displayed by the ECU in the Device Map page. Now operator
can see number of cards downloaded to the elevator device
Fixed bug with the order of a Facility Code and Card Number on the Historical Log page
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